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We present a model, implemented as an extension to the OAC Alpha3 Data Model, that supports the sharing of annotation function categories. These
indicate the function an annotation is performing, so that applications can interpret annotations to expose function-aware services to the user.

Introduction
Modeling annotation for sharing has been the topic of many studies and
projects in the last decade [cit]. However, the developed models have
focused on modeling annotations for what they are [2,3,6,13], rather what
they are for.

We suggest an extension of the Open Annotation
Collaboration Alpha3 Data Model [6] to support the
sharing of function categories.

A typical annotation can be classified by the kind
of selection it is making, the the kind of content
addition, and, in some cases, the kind of target
connection.

While there has been effort to describe the semantics of annotation from
the original intention of the annotator — the annotation purpose — [1, 7,
9, 11], here we focus on the function that annotations fulfill in relation
with their target(s) and content.

Function vs. Purpose of annotations
Function and Purpose are often conflated. We make the distinction this
way:
Purpose: the reason an action is undertaken (aka, its goal or
objective).

•

Function: the type or kind of action that is undertaken.

The annotator selects a function that is appropriate for achieving her
purpose.
Although the connection between a particular function and a particular
purpose is intrinsic — certain features being required to achieve certain
purposes — the relationship is nevertheless M:M.
•

Different Functions are appropriate for the same kind of Purpose.

•

Annotations with the same Function serve different kinds of
Purpose.

Examples of annotation Purposes include “Fragment(s) to be read”,
“Substantive editing” and “Analysis”, as outlined by Renear et al. [11]
Examples of annotation Functions are ”drawing attention to a particular
portion of the text”, “attaching context/content to the text itself.” [12].
When annotations have multiple targets, another function can also be
performed: “connecting the two annotated fragments”.
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In OAC annotations are modeled as a ”set of connected
resources, including a body and one or more targets,
where the body is somehow about those targets”.

•

”Annotation Types” is a specialization of the
oac:Annotation class that support annotation purpose.

•

A new namespace afc (Annotation Function
Classification) to support a new set of RDF statements

•

A new predicate afc:hasFunction

•

A new class afc:Function

Observations

Although perhaps a subtle distinction, it is a critical one for the design of
annotation systems — it differentiates the subjective intention of the
annotation creator from the objective action performed by an annotation in
context and facilitates support for both.
Function and Purpose are of course connected as well as distinguished:

•

However, the model itself remains agnostic with respect to
the function an annotation fulfills with respect to the
annotation body and the annotation target(s). To support our
semantic extension of the OAC model, we provide:

We believe the formal representation of these function to be supportive of
annotation client functionality, in particular the exposure to the user of
specific annotation rendering and behaviors.

•

Extending the OAC model

Annotation functions can be combined to
represent situation where annotation body and
annotation target(s) have more complex relations.

•

Annotation function categories are not disjoint: they
represent set of functions that annotations can perform
simultaneously.

•

Community–based taxonomies of annotation functions
can be applied using this model.

•

Our extension provides semantic expressiveness still
maintaining the OAC intention not to ”prescribe client
user interface, nor internal client architecture”.

Conclusion
Examples of Purpose Categories

Examples of Function Categories

Renear’s Taxonomy of Annotation [12] provides a
framework of six macro-categories of annotation
purposes:
A – Recording and Scheduling Reading
B – Basic Highlighting
C – Commentary
D – Classification
E – Copyediting / Editing / Joint Authoring
F – Speech Acts

As an example, we identified three top-level categories
to classify annotation functions and provide an initial
taxonomy:
Selection draw attention to a specific annotation
target
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Function categories, are extremely important for supporting
tool behavior, but rarely studied and sometimes conflated
with purpose categories.
This conceptual model is capable of informing annotation
clients on how to associate annotation with their functional
roles in the annotation graph. The purpose is supporting
client exposure of function-aware services to the user (e.g.
extracting and combining selected targets, moving among
connected targets, rendering the annotation body along
multiple targets etc.), especially when annotations are
shared and connected in a network environment [5, 11, 12].
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